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Abstract 

The binding of carbon monoxide to iron, ruthenium, rhenium, and tungsten clusters is 

studied by means of infrared multiple photon dissociation (IR-MPD) spectroscopy. The 

CO stretching mode is used to probe the interaction of the CO molecule with the metal 

clusters and thereby the activation of the C–O bond. CO is found to adsorb molecularly to 

atop positions on iron clusters. On ruthenium and rhenium clusters it also binds 

molecularly. In the case of ruthenium, binding is predominantly to atop sites, however 

higher coordinated CO binding is also observed for both metals and becomes prevalent 

for rhenium clusters containing more than 9 atoms. Tungsten clusters exhibit a clear size 

dependence for molecular vs. dissociative CO binding. This behavior denotes the 

crossover to the purely dissociative CO binding on the earlier transition metals such as 

tantalum. 
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I. Introduction 

 The binding of carbon monoxide to transition metals has been widely studied due, in 

part, to its technological importance, e.g., the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis for the 

production of synthetic fuels.1 For a metal to be an appropriate catalyst, it must bind to 

carbon monoxide sufficiently strongly to weaken the CO triple bond. However, the 

interaction of the metal with either carbon or oxygen must be sufficiently weak in order 

to allow for subsequent reactions. This is generally fulfilled by the elements in the middle 

of the transition metal series and leads, for instance, to the high activity of ruthenium and 

cobalt for CO methanation.2 These metals mark the transition from dissociative to 

molecular binding of CO for the 3d and 4d metals, respectively. According to Brodèn et 

al.3,4 dissociative CO binding is found at room temperature for the metals left of a 

diagonal through the periodic system formed by the elements cobalt, ruthenium, and 

rhenium. For all metals we have previously studied it is seen that the transition from 

dissociative to molecular binding of carbon monoxide to surfaces also holds for CO 

bound to gas-phase metal clusters. Carbon monoxide binds dissociatively to clusters of 

the early transition metals V5 and Nb,6 but molecularly to clusters of Co,7 Rh,7-9 Ni,7,10 

Pd,10 Pt,10 and Au.11,12  

The interplay of bond formation between CO and the metal and the activation of the 

C–O bond is classically described within the Blyholder model.13 The CO 5σ orbital 

interacts with initially unoccupied d orbitals of the metal center (σ donation), while filled 

metal d orbitals interact with the CO π* orbital (π back-bonding). The strength of the 

back-bonding, and the related weakening of the C–O bond, depends on the number of 

metal atoms the CO is bound with and the electron density at the metal center. As the C–
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O bond strength is sensitive to the binding site on metals, the CO–metal system is often 

studied as a useful model to characterize binding sites at metal centers. The relative 

strength of the C–O bond can be conveniently probed via vibrational spectroscopy; for 

gas-phase cluster complexes this information can be obtained by means of infrared 

multiple photon dissociation (IR-MPD) spectroscopy. 

Using this technique it has been found that CO binds to clusters of the late 3d metals 

only at atop sites, but for rhodium and palladium clusters also to more coordinated sites. 

For the 5d metals Pt and Au, again only binding to atop sites is observed.14 Going from 

CO binding to atop sites, via bridge sites, to hollow sites on the metal clusters typically 

red shifts the observed C–O stretching frequency, ν(CO), approximately by 150 cm-1. For 

any given cluster size, ν(CO) red shifts going from cationic to neutral to anionic clusters 

due to the increase in electron density on the metal and stronger back bonding.14 

Although this shows that the degree of C–O activation depends on the charge state of the 

clusters, there are no indications so far for differences in the overall molecular or 

dissociative binding of CO with cationic, neutral, or anionic clusters of the same metal. 

Here we will focus on CO interaction with clusters of Fe, Ru, Re, and W to probe the 

transition region for molecular vs. dissociative binding of CO to clusters of transition 

metals, and to compare this to the behavior of CO on extended surfaces.3,4 

 

II. Experimental techniques 

 The IR-MPD spectra are obtained using one of two cluster beam setups. One is 

equipped with a pulsed gas flow9 and was used primarily for ionic clusters, while the 

second, which employs a cluster source with a continuous flow of helium gas,15 was used 
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for neutral metal clusters. The range of cluster sizes and charge states reported here was 

determined by the ability of these two sources to produce useable cluster signal. This 

varies from metal to metal. For these reasons, only neutral iron and tungsten clusters and 

ionic ruthenium and rhenium clusters have been investigated in this study.  

Metal atoms are produced in both experiments by laser-ablation (Nd:YAG, 532 nm) 

of a rotating metal rod. The atoms cluster and are carried in either a short pulse of He gas 

or a continuous flow. Carbon monoxide is subsequently introduced down stream 

(reaction generally at 300 K). The CO partial pressure is adjusted to form mainly 

complexes with a single CO molecule attached. In the continuous flow experiments this 

corresponds to an approximate flow rate of 8 sccm of 10% CO in He and 2600 sccm He 

carrier gas. The reaction stops by expansion into vacuum and a molecular beam forms 

that passes through a skimmer and a 1 mm aperture. In the detection chamber, the ions 

are accelerated by a pulsed electric field, and detected by a reflectron time-of-flight mass 

spectrometer (TOF-MS, Jordan TOF Products). In the study of neutral clusters, a 

potential is applied to the aperture to deflect ionic species, and VUV photons emitted by 

an F2 laser (7.9 eV) ionize the neutral clusters in a static electric field. Care is taken to 

ensure the laser fluence is sufficiently low to avoid fragmentation induced by absorption 

of multiple UV photons. 

 Mass spectra are collected with and without interaction with an IR beam delivered by 

the Free Electron Laser for Infrared eXperiments (FELIX).16 A resonance of the IR 

radiation with the carbon monoxide stretching frequency of a complex can lead to the 

absorption of multiple IR photons and the fragmentation of CO from the metal clusters. 

FELIX is typically run with macro pulse energies of ~7 mJ at 2000 cm-1, a macro pulse 
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duration of 5 μs, and is scanned over the frequency range expected for the stretching 

vibrations of CO on metal clusters (typically 1500–2100 cm-1). IR depletion spectra are 

constructed from the IR frequency dependence of the intensity ratio of a given mass peak 

with and without FELIX radiation. As this detection method is mass sensitive, the IR 

depletion spectra for all CO-metal cluster complexes are measured simultaneously. 

Consequently, the quality of depletion spectra is highly dependant on cluster signal, mass 

distribution, FELIX performance, as well as other factors. Spectra reported here have 

spectral bandwidths similar to those reported previously for CO molecularly bound to 

different transition metal clusters.7-12 Absorption of multiple photons can lead to spectral 

shifts in peak positions, however, as these shifts are caused by cross anharmonicities, 

they are expected to be small and within the linewidth of the IR laser (<20 cm-1 full width 

at half maximum).17  

 

III. Results and discussion 

 A. Iron 

 The IR-MPD spectra of CO bound on neutral Fen clusters (n=13–30) show a single 

absorption band around 1865 cm-1 for all cluster sizes (Figure 1). The intensity of the CO 

complexes in the mass spectra can be depleted by up to 60–80% in these bands. This 

allows the conclusion that these bands originate from the dominant species of iron cluster 

CO complexes, even though only a relatively narrow frequency range (1775–1950 cm-1) 

has been scanned. The bands can be unambiguously assigned to a C–O stretching 

vibration for CO bound to the metal cluster since oxide and carbide species formed by 

dissociation of CO on iron surfaces absorb between 400 and 550 cm-1,18 the stretching 
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frequencies of the diatomic FeC and FeO species are in the 800–900 cm-1 region,19 and 

pure iron clusters are predicted to have absorptions below 400 cm-1.20 Hence, it can be 

concluded that for the major species carbon monoxide binds molecularly to neutral iron 

clusters. Although we can safely make this conclusion for the major species in the 

molecular beam, we must also note that we do not achieve 100% depletion in the spectra.  

This could be simply due to a non-perfect overlap of molecular beam and IR laser. 

However, it is also possible that a second structural isomer which does not absorb 

radiation in this spectral range (i.e., dissociatively bound CO on the iron clusters) may 

also be present in the molecular beam. 

 

 

Figure 1: IR-MPD spectra of a single carbon monoxide molecules adsorbed to neutral Fen 

clusters (n=18–27). The red dots are the actual data points, while the black line 

interconnects its adjacent three point average 
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 It is difficult to assign the CO adsorption site by direct comparison to CO adsorbed on 

iron surfaces because of diverse and partly inconsistent assignments for the vibrational 

bands of CO absorbed on iron surfaces (see below). Therefore, we base our assignment 

on established trends in CO binding to metal clusters. In general, one expects a stronger 

activation of the C–O bond on iron as compared to later transition metals for the same 

binding geometry. A decrease of the C–O bond strength and the accompanying decrease 

in ν(CO) with decreasing atomic number, within a row of transition metals is seen for CO 

bound to atop sites on clusters of the 3d metals cobalt (1940 cm-1) and nickel (1994 cm-1) 

and also for the 4d metals rhodium (1960 cm-1) and palladium (~2000 cm-1).7,10 

Following the trend along the 3d transition metal series, we would expect the atop bound 

CO to iron clusters to show an absorption band slightly below 1900 cm-1. The observed 

C-O stretching frequencies around 1865 cm-1 are in reasonable agreement with this 

prediction, and can on this basis be assigned to CO bound to atop sites on the neutral iron 

clusters. If CO were twofold bound to the iron clusters, we would expect the absorption 

to be red shifted an additional 150-200 cm-1.  

 This assignment is fully inline with earlier ones. The stretching frequency of gas 

phase CO bound to a single Fe atom is found at 1946 cm-1 and CO adsorbed at low 

coverage to atop sites on Fe(110) has a vibrational frequency of 1890 cm-1.21,22 In our 

previous studies on CO adsorption to neutral cobalt and rhodium clusters the stretching 

frequency for atop bound CO on the clusters were systematically red shifted from values 

reported for CO bound to a single atom or adsorbed to surfaces by 30–70 cm-1;7 and we 

now find a similar shift for iron clusters.  
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However, bands at much higher frequencies have also been assigned to atop bound 

CO on other iron surfaces. For instance, for CO on Fe(111) three vibrational bands at 

2000, 1805, and 1530 cm-1 were assigned to C–O stretching frequencies for carbon 

monoxide bound to atop, shallow hollow, and deep hollow sites on the surface, 

respectively. 23 CO on Fe(100) has been suggested to be tilted or side-on bound yielding a 

very low ν(CO) frequency around 1200 cm-1 at low coverage, whereas binding to 2-fold 

hollow sites (2020 cm-1) or on atop sites (2070 cm-1) was concluded to occur at higher 

coverage.18,24-26  

These frequencies appear very high compared to the 1865 cm-1 we assign to atop 

bound CO adsorbed to iron clusters. They are also high compared to the values calculated 

for atop bound CO species on extended iron surfaces at low coverage, which are in the 

1880-1920 cm-1 range.27-29 As the bands above 2000 cm-1 appear only at higher CO 

coverage on the surfaces, it might be that they are not due to isolated CO molecules but 

related to the presence of geminal carbonyls formed at low coordinated Fe atoms at steps 

or defects. Slab model calculations studying the mechanism of Fe(CO)5 formation on 

Fe(100) find that geminal binding can energetically compete with the formation of 

isolated CO ligands.30 The reduced back-bonding leads to an up-shift of ν(CO) just as in 

polynuclear iron carbonyls where geminal atop bound CO ligands have their bands 

typically between 2020 and 2080 cm-1.31,32 

There has been a comprehensive DFT study of CO bound on small gas-phase iron 

clusters.33 It predicts that two, three, and four-fold coordinated CO species form the most 

stable binding geometry in Fe3,4, Fe5, and Fe6, respectively. The reported CO stretching 

frequencies for these species are significantly below our experimental values for CO atop 
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bound to Fe13-30, as would be expected. Unfortunately, we were unable to measure 

clusters this small to confirm the transition from high coordination binding in small 

clusters to atop binding in large clusters, that has some parallels in rhodium cluster CO 

complexes.8 

 

 B. Ruthenium 

 In the case of ruthenium clusters, we have studied the interaction of CO with the 

cationic and anionic species containing 4 to 19 Ru atoms. Infrared spectra of carbon 

monoxide adsorbed on ionic ruthenium clusters are shown in Figure 2. The highest 

frequency bands are observed at ~2000 cm-1 on cationic ruthenium clusters, and around 

1870 cm-1 for anionic clusters.  

Assignments of the observed bands can be made by comparison with ν(CO) values 

for CO bound to extended ruthenium surfaces. For rhodium clusters (one element to the 

right of Ru in the Periodic Table), we have found that ν(CO) for carbon monoxide 

adsorbed to larger (n ≥ 10) cationic clusters tends to be close to surface values.7 As the 

stretching frequencies for atop bound CO on ruthenium surfaces are reported to be in the 

1980-2010 cm-1 region,34-39 the higher frequency bands for CO adsorbed on cationic 

ruthenium clusters are assigned to atop bound CO. Also, the cationic RuCO+ complex has 

a C–O stretching frequency of 2135 cm-1 in a neon matrix,40,41 and for larger cationic 

clusters this frequency should shift to the red as more ruthenium atoms become available 

to delocalize the positive charge.7 For anionic clusters containing about 10 Ru atoms 

ν(CO) assigned to atop bound CO is red shifted from the cationic counterpart by roughly 

100–150 cm-1, which is very similar to the shift observed for rhodium clusters.7 
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Figure 2: IR-MPD spectra of a single carbon monoxide adsorbed to ionic Run

+/- clusters 

(n=9–17). The red dots are the actual data points, while the black line interconnects its 

adjacent three point average. The solid and dashed lines indicate the absorptions on odd 

and even numbered clusters, respectively. 

 

 In Figures 2, a second set of absorption bands is apparent around 1800 cm-1 for the 

cationic clusters Ru10CO+, Ru15CO+, and Ru16CO+, and at 1740 and 1711 cm-1 for 

Ru10CO- and Ru15CO-, respectively. As the predictions for ν(CO) for atop and bridge 

sites on Ru(0001) are separated by approximately 170 cm-1,42 the red shift of about 200 

cm-1 from the bands assigned to atop CO on ruthenium clusters leads us to assign the 

second set to CO bound to bridge sites. It is interesting to note that the bridge bounded 

carbonyls are observed for the same sized anions and cations. This might point to 
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common geometric arrangements of theses clusters and a structural reason for the 

appearance of bridge bound CO ligands. 

 It is remarkable that the C–O stretching frequency for carbon monoxide adsorbed to 

odd numbered ruthenium clusters usually is observed at lower frequencies than for 

clusters with an even number of ruthenium atoms (see Figures 2). This is particularly 

striking for ν(CO) assigned to atop bound CO to cationic clusters containing 7–17 Ru 

atoms, where the separation is 30–100 cm-1; for the anionic clusters the difference is only 

approximately 15 cm-1. A similar shift is observed for ν(CO) assigned to bridge bound 

CO; complexes exhibiting a low value for atop-ν(CO) also show a low frequency for 

bridge-ν(CO). Such a pronounced size-dependence in ν(CO), which is very different to 

the gradual shift related to the charge dilution in ionic clusters, has not been detected for 

other metals before. We have considered multiple possible explanations for the observed 

shifts in the frequency based on predicted trends in the electronic and structural 

properties. However, most of these predictions are based on the assumption of cubic 

cluster structures,43,44 which may not be the real ground-state structures but merely an 

artifact of neglecting exact exchange in the density functional theory calculations.45,46 

Clearly, a better understanding of the bare ruthenium clusters is required before an 

explanation of the observed trends in ν(CO) can be given. 
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Figure 3: IR-MPD spectra of one and two carbon monoxide molecules adsorbed to 

cationic Ren
+ clusters (n=5–14). The red dots are the actual data points, while the black 

line interconnects its adjacent three point average. The dashed vertical lines indicate the 

approximate position of the CO absorption for this cluster size range. 

 

 C. Rhenium  

 According to Brodèn, rhenium should be the lightest 5d metal to which CO binds 

molecularly.3,4 Indeed, the IR depletion spectra for cationic rhenium clusters containing 

up to 13 Re atoms complexed with carbon monoxide (Figure 3) reveal the presence of 

molecularly bound CO. Here, we show the spectra of complexes with two CO molecules 

as well, as some bands are hardly visible in the complex with a single CO molecule but 

become more apparent in the complex with two CO molecules. The overall behavior, 
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including the observed ν(CO) values, are very similar in the complexes with one and two 

CO ligands. 

Absorption bands are observed at three distinctly different regions in the spectra 

depending on cluster size (Figures 3). Bands appear in the 1990–2070 cm-1 region (the 

absorption peaks for Re7 and Re11-13 are more pronounced when two CO ligands are 

bound to the clusters), which show a noticeable red shift with increasing cluster size. 

Again, these ν(CO) values are similar to the CO stretching frequency for carbon 

monoxide adsorbed on an atop position to Re(0001) surfaces, which appears at 1990 cm-1 

at low coverage.47 Hence, these high frequency absorptions are again most likely due to 

CO atop bound to the cationic rhenium clusters. For larger clusters (n=10–13), bands also 

occur around 1800 cm-1; stronger depletions are observed when two CO molecules are 

bound. The separation of roughly 200 cm-1 from the signals assigned to atop bound CO is 

similar to that for the ruthenium clusters, and indicates the bands arise from CO bridge 

bound to the cationic rhenium clusters. Additional signals are observed at even lower 

frequencies, around 1575 cm-1. Considering the shift of again about 200 cm-1 from the 

ν(CO) of bridged bound species, these bands are probably due to μ3-CO bound to a 

hollow site on the cationic rhenium clusters. Similar hollow site binding has been 

previously observed for ionic palladium clusters.10  

 

D. Tungsten 

The IR depletion spectra for neutral WnCO (n=5–14) are shown in Figure 4. For 

WnCO (n=5,7-9,11), broad bands appears in the spectrum in the 1700–1950 cm-1 range. 

For n=5, 9, and 11 these bands have a more pronounced minimum at ~1925 cm-1. To 
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validate the character of these bands, additional experiments were performed with 13CO 

(red line in Figure 4). Although it is not clear whether the broad absorption for W7CO 

shifts with carbon-13 substitution, a red shift in the absorption bands according to the 

increase in the reduced mass is clearly present for the other cluster sizes. We tentatively 

assign these bands at 1925 cm-1 to CO atop bound to the clusters. Unfortunately, no direct 

comparison with CO on tungsten surfaces can be made, as here CO dissociates and only 

ν(CO) values for carbon pre-covered surfaces have been determined (2040–2100 cm-

1).48,49  

 

 
Figure 4: IR-MPD spectra of 12CO (black) and 13CO (red) molecules adsorbed to neutral 

Wn clusters (n=5–14). The dots are the actual data points, while the lines interconnect its 

adjacent three point average.  
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In all of our investigations on CO adsorption to metal clusters, this is the first time 

that we have seen that the chemistry occurring on extended surfaces is clearly different 

from the chemistry occurring on small gas-phase clusters. For W6CO, two absorption 

bands are present at 1665 and 1500 cm-1. The one at 1665 cm-1 is approximately 260 cm-1 

below the ν(CO) assigned to atop bound CO, whereas the 1500 cm-1 band is an additional 

165 cm-1 red shifted. Although these separations are slightly different from the ~200 cm-1 

shifts observed for the more coordinated CO on the ionic ruthenium and rhenium clusters, 

they most likely are due to bridge bound and hollow site bound CO, respectively. For 

W10CO and WnCO (n≥12), no noticeable absorption bands are observed (note the 

different intensity scale for these sizes in Figure 4). Although not a definitive proof, this 

indicates the general absence of molecular CO ligands due to the dissociation of carbon 

monoxide on these sized clusters. Hence, tungsten apparently shows size dependant non-

dissociative bonding of carbon monoxide on the clusters. Only for larger sized tungsten 

clusters does CO appear to dissociate. With respect to the CO binding behavior, bulk like 

properties already emerge for tungsten metal clusters containing more than 11 atoms. For 

extended tungsten surfaces, CO that is adsorbed initially at low temperature in a ‘virgin’ 

molecular state is found to dissociate near room temperature.50 Additional molecular (α-

CO) states are known to exist, but get only populated subsequent to saturation of the 

dissociative β-CO state.48,51 In our experiments, cooling the reaction channel from ~300 

K to 100 K did not change the CO binding behavior on the clusters. Finally, it should be 

noted that carbon monoxide is found to completely dissociate on neutral clusters 

containing 4–20 atoms of tantalum, the element to the left of tungsten in the Periodic 

Table. 
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 E. Periodic trends  

 
 

Figure 5: A plot of the observed CO stretching frequency on metal clusters (Mn) versus 

cluster size n. From left to right, the first panel indicates the observed frequency on 

neutral iron clusters (red circles). The second panel indicates the observed frequency on 

cationic (blue squares) and anionic (green triangles) ruthenium clusters. The third panel 

indicates the observed frequency of one (solid blue squares) and two (open blue squares) 

CO molecules adsorbed on cationic rhenium clusters. The fourth panel indicates the 

observed frequency on neutral tungsten clusters (red circles).The peak positions are 

determined from a least-squares fit to a Gaussian line shape. The error bars indicate twice 

the standard deviation (1σ) of the fits. 

 

Figure 5 shows a plot of the assigned frequencies for CO adsorbed to these metal 

clusters as a function of cluster size. The values of ν(CO) assigned to atop bound CO on 

the charged clusters gradually shift with increasing cluster size to lower frequencies for 

the cations and to higher frequencies for the anions. This is similar as observed before for 

other metals and can be related to the charge dilution effect.7 Here, however, this is 
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superimposed by strong size-dependent fluctuations. To illustrate the trends in the C–O 

bond activation across the transition metals, the observed (averaged) ν(CO) values 

assigned to atop bound CO on neutral metal clusters are plotted versus the group number 

in Figure 6. The plot uses data reported here, but also from our previous experiments.7-

12,14 For iron and tungsten the average of ν(CO) of all neutral clusters is used, whereas for 

ruthenium the average of ν(CO) for the cationic and anionic species is taken as the 

average value for the neutral cluster.  

 

 
 
Figure 6: A plot of the observed C–O stretching frequency versus group number for CO 

bound in atop positions on neutral clusters. The values for the 4d metals Ru and Pd 

(group 8 and 10) are taken as the average value for the anionic and cationic clusters. 

 

The trends for ν(CO) can be explained by the evolution of the electronic properties 

within the transition metals. For metal carbonyls, σ bonding between the metal center and 

CO ligands is found to have no major influence of the C–O stretching frequency, but 

rather it is the π back-bonding interaction which has a strong influence on ν(CO).7,52 

Moving to the left in the Periodic Table results in a rise of the metal Fermi energy level 
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and of the diffuseness of the metal’s d electrons. This results in more π back-bonding to 

the CO antibonding 2π orbital, and the weakening of the C–O bond, until CO binds 

dissociatively.53 Consequently, the C–O stretching frequency for CO adsorbed on clusters 

of early transition metals are at lower frequencies than those of the later transition metal 

clusters. Similarly, the Fermi energy level becomes increasingly lower moving down a 

family, and the C–O stretching frequency increases successively when going from the 3d 

metal to the heavier homologues.  

 

IV. Conclusion 

  IR-MPD spectra of carbon monoxide adsorbed to clusters of iron, ruthenium, 

rhenium, and tungsten have been presented. It is found that CO binds molecularly in atop 

position on neutral iron clusters. For ionic ruthenium clusters, CO binds molecularly not 

only in atop positions, but also more coordinated bridge bound species are observed for 

selected cluster sizes. An even-odd oscillatory behavior in the frequency of the C–O 

stretching mode is observed with the number of Ru atoms in the cluster. On small neutral 

tungsten clusters and cationic rhenium clusters carbon monoxide binds molecularly to 

atop, bridge, and hollow sites. For larger tungsten clusters, CO binds dissociatively. 

These findings demonstrate that Brodèn’s proposal indicating which metal surfaces 

would molecularly or dissociatively adsorb CO also holds true, for the most part, for 

small clusters of transition metals. The observed change in ν(CO) allows a more 

quantitative description of the weakening of the C–O bonds and is largely in agreement 

with the trends on extended surfaces. 
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